Smart Dispensing Solutions
For Today's Quality Minded Manufacturer
Dispense Works leads the industry with the best built, most industrialized dispensing machines available. These systems are quickly becoming the “operators choice” with features that redefine the terms simple, easy and operator friendly.

Today, our systems are hard at work in many different industries, setting new benchmarks for performance. This multi-industry experience and success can be combined and applied to address your specific application whether standard or customized.

Conveyors and index dials are available to streamline parts handling when automation is required.

High volume production. Standard products such as these EZ-64 plates are produced on modern CNC equipment in batches of several thousand per run for delivery when you need it.

Our modern, ultra-efficient manufacturing and development facilities control costs and ensure accuracy through high volume production and stringent quality control.

Latest version subscriptions of design software ensures compatibility with your team.
By constantly challenging existing “methods” with a new generation of ideas, we can provide better solutions to help you meet and exceed your dispensing needs.

These advantages assure that your machine radiates the type of quality and reliability which you will be proud to bring to your production floor.

On Site:
- Engineering / Design
- CNC Machining
- Fabrication / Welding
- Assembly / Testing
- Electrical / Wiring
- Software / Programming
- SMT Assembly
- Research & Development
- Separate Climate Controlled Tool Room

With several large assembly and staging areas, we can handle projects of any size and to any level of sophistication.

Manufacturing from “board level” with pick & place SMT line. Over 25,000 square feet dedicated to R&D and high-tech assembly.

Control face plates are assembled with controllers, LCD screens, touchpads and E-stops.
We Manufacture Solutions

ASSEMBLY
GASKETING
2 PART EPOXY
POTTING
HOT MELT
CAPPING
FILLING
DISPENSING
AND MORE....
FROM CONCEPT...

DESIGN

RENDERING

...TO REALITY
Greater Productivity

Whether your unique application is satisfied by a standard Dispense Works robotic system or requires a completely fresh approach, our staff is pleased to expend that extra effort to deliver precisely what you demand.

“We are very satisfied with our Dispense Works robotic dispensing equipment. We found it easy to set-up and operate.”

— Industrial Engineering Manufacturing Company

Machine tool quality construction blends high speed performance with high payload capacity.

Dispense and assemble products on one benchtop system.

Available with integrated and removable 2 part cartridge dispense heads in industry standard sizes.

Large format dispensing systems (4’ x 8’ and larger) for both single and two part materials are one of our specialties.

Ultra precision models include a granite base with upgrades for the most demanding applications.

Modular overhead gantry designs easily accommodate conveyors, indexers, shuttles, etc.

Designed and built in the USA
The clean lines and rugged construction result from solid engineering and craftsmanship that are quickly making Dispense Works the industry favorite worldwide.

“This is the level of automation we were looking for. It has the features you’d expect in high end machinery.”
– VP Engineering - Bio Medical Company

Affordable robotics with large work areas offer a great foundation for fixtureing your product.

“We are very pleased. We needed a supplier to trust with our production both locally and abroad, and with the more complex two part meter mix equipment.”
– Multi National Manufacturer - Production Manager

The EZ series. The world’s only valve / syringe controller with a built-in X-Y-Z motion system.
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Thousands of installations worldwide...

Industry proven control system combines real time motion control, I/O logic and vision with a rich list of pre-programmed functions in a tightly integrated package, requiring no external PLCs, valve controllers or PCs.

Vision systems, with top and/or bottom viewing cameras provide automatic pattern recognition, part correction and inspection functionality.

Available “X” upgrades include linear encoder scales with ultra-precise ball screws for accuracy measured in microns.

A well thought out diagnostics interface provides control and status of all axes and I/O in a real time digital dashboard. Great for program development & debug.
Better Controls, Better Results

Software That Just Can’t Be Any Simpler

Dynamic Program Builder Screens

Pre-programmed Functions

Optimization Of Motion

Cloning

Security & History Files

Control By Color
For more information on how we can help you continue your "Journey Towards Greater Productivity"

Contact:

DISPENSE WORKS INC
4071 Albany Street, McHenry, IL 60050
Phone: 815-363-3524 • Fax: 815-363-8089
Email: info@dispenseworks.com
www.dispenseworks.com

Made in the U.S.A.